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A Generalized Channel Coding Theory for
Distributed Communication
Jie Luo, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—This paper presents generalized channel coding
theorems for a time-slotted distributed communication system
where a transmitter-receiver pair is communicating in parallel
with other transmitters. Assume that the channel code of each
transmitter is chosen arbitrarily in each time slot. The coding
choice of a transmitter is denoted by a code index parameter,
which is known neither to other transmitters nor to the receiver.
Fundamental performance limitation of the system is charac-
terized using an achievable region defined in the space of the
code index vectors. As the codeword length is taken to infinity,
for all code index vectors inside the region, the receiver will
decode the message reliably, while for all code index vectors
outside the region, the receiver will report a collision reliably. A
generalized system error performance measure is defined as the
weighted sum of probabilities of different types of communication
error events. Assume that the receiver chooses an “operation
region” and intends to decode the message if the code index
vector is inside the operation region. Achievable bounds on the
tradeoff between the operation region and the generalize error
performance measure are obtained under the assumption of a
finite codeword length.
Index Terms—Channel coding, distributed communication,
error performance
I. INTRODUCTION
Classical multiuser channel coding theory assumes that
transmitters and receivers involved in a communication party
should jointly determine their channel codes before message
transmission [2]. Channel code design includes the full de-
termination of communication parameters such as information
rate and transmission power. Under the assumption of long
message transmission over a stationary channel, overhead of
joint channel coding is ignored due to its negligible weight in
the asymptotic communication efficiency. Although channel
coding theory has been extended to non-asymptotic cases
with finite codeword lengths [3][4], as well as to commu-
nication systems that involve random transmission activities
[5][6][7], the majority of these extensions still inherited the
basic assumption that continuous transmission of encoded
long messages should dominate the communication process.
Consequently, joint channel coding among transmitters and
receivers in the communication party, which is referred to as
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“coordinated communication” in this paper, remains a funda-
mental assumption in most of the classical channel coding
problem formulations.
The rapid expansion and the growing complexity of wireless
networks have generated communication scenarios that are
quite different from those envisioned in the classical channel
coding theory. Due to the dynamic nature of networking
activities, users in a communication network often have bursty
short messages that must be disseminated in a timely manner.
Full communication coordination among a large group of
wireless users over a long time duration is often expensive or
infeasible in the sense of excessive overhead. The high cost or
infeasibility of coordinated communication can be caused by
a wide range of factors including computational complexity,
communication complexity, privacy issues, robustness require-
ments, or simply the lack of a universal coordination protocol.
Consequently, a significant proportion of data transmissions
in current wireless networks are carried out using distributed
communication protocols where transmitters determine their
channel codes and communication parameters individually.
Although coding redundancy is still needed to improve com-
munication reliability, distributed communication has been
largely ignored in the classical channel coding literature and
its fundamental performance limits are far from being well
understood.
Because distributed communication arises from network
applications, modularized network architecture is an important
aspect that needs to be carefully considered in its chan-
nel coding problem formulations. Take the layered network
architecture [8] for example. Due to the basic assumption
that communication optimization should be carried out at
the physical layer, data link layer only determines when and
whether a (link-layer) user should transmit a packet to the
corresponding receiver. In other words, transmission options
of a data link layer user are binary (transmitting/idling). On the
other hand, the layered architecture also requires that physical
layer should verify whether a planned message transmission
can be made reliable. When reliable message delivery cannot
be achieved, physical layer receiver should report a collision
(or outage) to the link layer rather than confusing the upper
layer with unreliable message estimates. Such a function is
termed “collision detection” in this paper. When physical layer
users are fully coordinated, collision detection is done jointly
by the involved transmitters and receivers at the stage of
communication planning.
In a distributed network, communication coordination and
optimization cannot be done fully at the physical layer. Conse-
quently, data link layer must share the responsibility of com-
munication adaptation to improve medium access control per-
2formance. Unfortunately, with the binary transmitting/idling
options assumed in the current network architecture, choices
available for communication adaptation at the data link layer
are very limited. Although medium access control is be-
yond the scope of our channel coding research, enabling an
increased number of transmission options at the data link
layer to support advanced communication adaptation is a key
motivation behind the channel coding problem formulation
to be presented in this paper. Furthermore, due to lack of
global communication information, physical layer transmitters
in a distributed network may not have the capability to know
whether a transmitted message can be received reliably or
not. Consequently, collision detection becomes an explicit
responsibility of each physical layer receiver.
In [9], we proposed a new channel coding model for time-
slotted random multiple access communication systems. We
focused on communication and coding within one time-slot
or one packet. Each transmitter is equipped with a randomly
generated codebook that supports multiple communication
rate options [9]. Communication rate of each transmitter is
determined arbitrarily, with the rate information being shared
neither among the transmitters nor with the receiver. An
achievable rate region was defined in a sense explained in [9].
We showed that the achievable rate region coincides with the
Shannon information rate region of the multiple access channel
without a convex hull operation [9]. The asymptotic result was
then extended in [10] to a rate and error probability tradeoff
bound under the assumption of a finite codeword length, and
in [11] to random access communication over a compound
channel. Compared with a classical channel coding model,
the system models of [9][10][11] extended the definition of
“communication error” from its classical meaning of erroneous
message decoding to the new meaning of failing to give the
expected outcome, whose definition should be specified by the
physical layer module. By adding reliable collision report into
the list of expected communication outcomes under certain
conditions, the extension on communication error definition
enabled the relaxation of joint channel coding requirement at
the transmitters, and this consequently established a bridge
toward developing rigorous channel coding theorems for dis-
tributed communication systems. Recently, it was shown in
[12] that, with the help of constant composition codes at
the transmitters and maximum mutual information decoder
[13] at the receiver, decoding error exponent of the random
multiple access system can be further improved to possess an
interesting decoupling property [12]. Early investigation on
the impact of the new channel coding framework on medium
access control of distributed wireless networks was reported
in [14].
This paper further extends the results of [9][10][11] in a
wide range of aspects. The extensions are briefly outlined
below and are explained in detail in the paper. First, we
consider a general distributed communication scenario where a
pair of transmitter and receiver are communicating in parallel
with other transmitters. The receiver only cares about decoding
the message of its own transmitter although the messages of
other transmitters can be decoded if necessary. Second, we
assume that each transmitter can choose its own channel code
without sharing such information either with other transmitters
or with the receiver. Different channel coding choices imply
different values of communication parameters that include but
are not limited to the communication rate. Third, we intro-
duce “interfering users” whose codebook information is only
partially known at the receiver. We show that, in addition to
modeling remote interfering transmitters, interfering users can
also be used to model the impact of a compound channel where
the channel state is not precisely known at the receiver. Fourth,
we introduce a generalized error performance measure that
allows the system to target different exponential probability
scaling laws for different types of communication error events.
Consequently, a wide range of error performance objectives
can be considered when deriving the performance tradeoff
bound in the case of a finite codeword length. Fifth, we
show that depending on the definition of communication error
events, collision detection part of the channel coding problem
formulation can be ill-posed and can lead to a performance
bottleneck in the technical results, but may not necessarily
reflect the actual design objective of the distributed commu-
nication system. Discussions on variations of communication
error definition and their impact on the error performance of
the system are presented. Finally, approaches that reduce the
computational complexity of the channel coding schemes are
also discussed.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a distributed communication system where one
transmitter and receiver pair is communicating in parallel
with K + M − 1 other transmitters, where K > 0 and
M ≥ 0. The transmitters are indexed from 1 to K +M with
transmitter 1 being paired with the receiver. Time is slotted
with the length of each slot equaling N symbol durations,
which is also the length of a packet or a codeword. We
assume that channel coding is applied only within each time
slot. The channel is characterized by a conditional distribution
PY |X1,···,XK+M where, for k ∈ {1, · · · ,K +M}, Xk ∈ X is
the channel input symbol of user k with X being the finite
input alphabet, and Y ∈ Y is the channel output symbol
with Y being the finite output alphabet1. Assume that at the
beginning of a time slot, each transmitter, say transmitter
k, chooses an arbitrary2 channel code, denoted by a code
index parameter gk ∈ Gk where Gk = {gk1, · · · , gk|Gk|}
is a finite alphabet with cardinality |Gk|. The code index
parameter is shared neither among the transmitters nor with
the receiver. Let rk(gk) be the communication rate, in nats
per symbol, corresponding to channel code gk of transmitter
k. The transmitter encodes Nrk number of data nats, denoted
by a message wk, into a packet (codeword) of N symbols. We
assume a random coding scheme where codeword symbols of
each code are generated i.i.d. according to a pre-determined
1Coding results presented in this paper can be extended to systems with
continuous input/output alphabets in the same way as in the classical channel
coding theory [2]. The basic idea is to quantize the input/output symbols and
to consider quantization error bounds when deriving the corresponding coding
theorems.
2Here “arbitrary” means that the decision is made randomly with its
statistical information possibly unavailable at the physical layer.
3distribution. A mathematical specification of the random cod-
ing scheme, which is revised from a similar presentation
originally introduced in [15], is given in the following. For
all k ∈ {1, · · · ,K + M}, transmitter k is equipped with a
codebook library Lk = {Ckθk : θk ∈ Θk} in which codebooks
are indexed by a set Θk. Each codebook has |Gk| classes of
codewords. Each class of codewords is termed a code. The
ith (i ∈ {1, · · · , |Gk|}) code has ⌊eNrki⌋ codewords each
containing N symbols. Here rki is the communication rate
of code gki. Note that in this coding scheme, each codeword
in the codebook is mapped to a message and code index pair
(wk, gk). Let Ckθk(wk, gk)j be the jth symbol of the codeword
corresponding to message and code index pair (wk, gk) in
codebook Ckθk . Transmitter k first selects the codebook by
generating θk according to a distribution ϑk such that the
random variables X(wk,gk),j : θk → Ckθk(wk, gk)j are i.i.d.
according to an input distribution PX|gk 3. Codebook Ckθk
is then used to map (wk, gk) into a codeword, denoted by
x(wk,gk). After encoding, codewords of all transmitters are
sent to the receiver over the discrete memoryless channel.
We use a bold font vector variable to denote the corre-
sponding variables of all transmitters. For example, w and
g denote the messages and code indices of all transmitters.
PX|g denote the input distributions of all transmitters, etc.
Given a vector variable g, we use gk to denote its element
corresponding to transmitter k. Let S ⊂ {1, · · · ,K +M} be
a transmitter subset, and S¯ be its complement. We use gS to
denote the vector that is extracted from g with only elements
corresponding to transmitters in S.
We categorize transmitters with indices {1, · · · ,K} as “reg-
ular users” and other transmitters as “interfering users”. For
each regular user (transmitter) k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}, we assume
that the receiver knows the randomly selected codebook Ckθk .
Codebook information can be conveyed by sharing the random
codebook generation algorithm with the receiver. Note that
this does not imply significant online information exchange.
For example, assume that codebook library Lk of user k is
specified in the physical layer protocol while codebook index
θk is generated using user identity and time information. So
long as the receiver expects transmitter k in the area and is also
synchronized in time with the transmitter, no further online
information exchange is needed for the receiver to generate
Ckθk . For each interfering user k ∈ {K +1, · · · ,K +M}, we
assume that the receiver only knows the set of input distribu-
tions {PX|gk |gk ∈ Gk}, but not the codebook Ckθk . In other
words, messages of the interfering users are not decodable at
the receiver. There are two reasons why we include interfering
users in the system model. First, although it is not difficult for a
receiver to generate the codebook of a transmitter, for reasons
such as decoding complexity constraint, the receiver may not
have the capability to fully process the codebook information
of all transmitters. Regarding some of the transmitters as
interfering users still allows the receiver to take advantage
of their input distribution information to improve coding
performance. Second, interfering user can be used to model
channel uncertainty at the receiver [11]. For example, to model
3Note that input distributions of different codes can be different.
distributed communication over a compound channel with |G|
possible realizations, one can introduce an interfering user
whose code index takes |G| possible values each corresponding
to a channel realization. When the interfering user chooses a
specific “code”, the conditional channel distribution is set to
match the corresponding channel realization. Coding theorems
derived in this paper can then be applied to distributed
communication with channel uncertainty at the receiver. In the
latter case, we also call the interfering user a “virtual user”
since it does not represent an actual transmitter in the system4.
We assume that the receiver is only interested in decoding
the message of transmitter 1, although the messages of other
regular users can be decoded if necessary. As explained in
[9][11], whether the message of transmitter 1 can be de-
coded reliably or not depends on the coding choices of all
transmitters. We assume that, before packet transmission, the
receiver pre-determines an “operation region” R, defined in
the space of the code index vectors. Determination of the
operation region R depends on the performance objective of
the receiver, which will be discussed later. Let g be the actual
code index vector with the corresponding rate vector being r.
We assume that the receiver intends to decode the message
of transmitter 1 if g ∈ R. The receiver intends to report a
collision for transmitter 1 if g /∈ R. Note that g is unknown
to the receiver. In each time slot, upon receiving the channel
output symbols y, the receiver estimates the code index vector,
denoted by gˆ, for all transmitters. The receiver outputs the
estimated message and code index of transmitter 1, denoted
by (wˆ1, gˆ1), if gˆ ∈ R and a pre-determined decoding error
probability requirement can be met. Otherwise, the receiver
reports a collision for transmitter 1.
Given the operation region R, and conditioned on g and w
being the actual code index and message vectors, communica-
tion error probability as a function of g is defined as follows.
Pe(g) =

maxw Pr {(wˆ1, gˆ1) 6= (w1, g1)|(w, g)} , ∀g ∈ R
maxw 1− Pr {“collision” or
(wˆ1, gˆ1) = (w1, g1)|(w, g)} ∀g 6∈ R
(1)
Note that the communication error definition given in (1)
is slightly different from the one given in [9][10]. More
specifically, when g 6∈ R, even though the receiver intends
to report a collision for transmitter 1, we also consider correct
message decoding as an expected outcome. This is opposed to
the communication error definition used in [9][10], where only
collision report is regarded as the expected outcome for g 6∈ R.
Communication error definition of (1) is chosen based on the
assumption that the primary objective of the decoder is to
guarantee the reliability of its message output. In other words,
whether code indices of the other transmitters are correctly de-
tected or not is of no interest to the receiver. We will maintain
this communication error definition in Sections II and III when
deriving the basic channel coding theorems. However, we want
to point out that there are situations when such a seemingly
natural definition deserves a careful investigation. Discussions
on extensions of the communication error definition will be
4An example of channel coding analysis for random access communication
over a compound channel can be found in [11].
4presented in Section IV, while explanations on the necessity
of these extensions will be delayed further to Section VI.
We define the system error probability as
Pes =
1∏M+K
1 |Gk|
∑
g
Pe(g), (2)
which is the error probability if all code index vectors are
chosen with an equal probability. Furthermore, let α(g) ≥ 0
be an arbitrary function of g, we define “generalized error
performance” of the system as
GEP(α) =
∑
g Pe(g) exp (−Nα(g))∑
g exp (−Nα(g))
. (3)
GEP(α) is the error probability of the distributed communica-
tion system if code index vector g is chosen with probability
exp(−Nα(g))∑
g
exp(−Nα(g))
. Note that definitions of the system error
probability and the generalized error performance measure are
different from those given in our prior works [10][11][1]. The
revisions are partially motivated by the coding results intro-
duced in [12] which implicitly suggested an error probability
measure similar to (3). Although the true prior probability of
the code index vectors may not be known at the physical layer,
defining a generalized error performance measure using an
imposed prior probability enables the system to target different
probability scaling laws for different types of communication
errors. For example, when α(g) ≡ 0, we have GEP(α) = Pes,
which means all error events are treated equally in the gen-
eralized measure. For another example, if the system only
cares about message decoding but not the collision report, the
objective can be reflected by setting α(g) = 0 for g ∈ R and
α(g) =∞ for g 6∈ R.
III. BASIC CHANNEL CODING THEOREMS
Given a distributed communication system as described in
Section II. Let us fix the coding parameters5 that are not
functions of the codeword length. We say that an operation
region is achievable if there exists a set of decoding algorithms
whose system error probability converges to zero as the
codeword length is taken to infinity, i.e., limN→∞ Pes = 0.
The following achievable region result is a trivial extension of
the similar result given in [9, Theorem 3].
Theorem 1: Consider the distributed communication sys-
tem described in Section II with (K +M) transmitters. Let
r be the communication rate vector corresponding to code
index vector g, and rk(gk) be the element of r corresponding
to transmitter k. The following region defined in the space of
g is achievable.
R =
g
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∀S ⊆ {1, . . . ,K}, 1 ∈ S, ∃S˜ ⊆ S, 1 ∈ S˜,
such that,
∑
k∈S˜ rk(gk)
< Ig(Xk∈S˜ ;Y |Xk∈{1,···,K}\S)
 ,
(4)
where the mutual information term
Ig(Xk∈S˜ ;Y |Xk∈{1,···,K}\S) is computed using input
distribution PX|g.
5Such as rate functions, alphabets of code indices and input distributions.
Theorem 1 can be proven by following the proof of [9,
Theorem 3] with only minor revisions. Note that, although the
interfering users do not show up explicitly in the expression
of R, their code indices do affect the the mutual information
terms in (4).
Because both collision report and correct message decoding
are included in the set of expected outcomes for g 6∈ R, the
following theorem follows immediately from the achievable
region definition.
Theorem 2: For the distributed communication system
considered in Theorem 1, any subset of an achievable region
is also achievable.
Next, we will consider the case when the codeword length is
finite. As shown in [9][11], depending on the actual code index
vector, which is unknown to the receiver, the receiver may
need to jointly decode the messages of multiple transmitters
in order to recover the message of transmitter 1. Therefore,
we will first need to analyze the performance of a “(D,RD)-
decoder” that targets at decoding a particular transmitter subset
specified by D ⊆ {1, · · · ,K} [9][11]. Let RD be the operation
region of the (D,RD)-decoder. When the code index vector
g ∈ RD is inside the operation region, the (D,RD)-decoder
intends to decode the messages of all transmitters and only
the transmitters in D. When the code index vector g 6∈ RD is
outside the operation region, the (D,RD)-decoder intends to
report collision for all transmitters in D. Let g be the actual
code index vector. Let (wˆD, gˆD) be the decoding output. Error
probability of the (D,RD)-decoder is defined as
PeD(g) =
maxw Pr {(wˆD, gˆD) 6= (wD, gD)|(w, g)} ,
∀g ∈ RD
maxw 1− Pr {“collision” or
(wˆD, gˆD) = (wD, gD)|(w, g)} ∀g 6∈ RD
.(5)
Similar to the definition of (1), when g 6∈ RD , we still regard
correct message decoding as an expected outcome, as opposed
to a communication error event.
Let α(g) ≥ 0 be an arbitrary function of g, the generalized
error performance measure is defined by
GEPD(α) =
∑
g PeD(g) exp (−Nα(g))∑
g exp (−Nα(g))
. (6)
Based on a similar result presented in [11, Lemma 1], the
following theorem gives an upper bound on the achievable
generalized error performance of a (D,RD)-decoder.
Theorem 3: Consider the distributed communication sys-
tem described in Section II with (K+M) transmitters. There
exists a decoding algorithm for the (D,RD)-decoder, such that
GEPD(α) ≤
1∑
g exp (−Nα(g))
{ ∑
g∈RD∑
S ⊂ {1, · · · , K +M}
D \ S 6= ∅
[ ∑
g˜ ∈ RD,
g˜S = gS
exp{−NEmD(S, g, g˜)}+
1 + ∑
g˜ 6∈ RD ,
g˜S = gS
1
 max
g′ 6∈ RD ,
g′
S
= gS
exp{−NEiD(S, g, g
′)}
]}
.
5(7)
EmD(S, g, g˜) and EiD(S, g, g′) in the above equation are
given by,
EmD(S, g, g˜) = max
0<ρ≤1
−ρ
∑
k∈D\S
r˜k(g˜k)
+ max
0<s≤1
− log
∑
Y
∑
XS
∏
k∈S∩D
PX|gk(Xk) ∑
XD\S
∏
k∈D\S
PX|gk(Xk)
[
P (Y |XD, gD¯)e
−α(g)
]1−s
 ∑
XD\S
∏
k∈D\S
PX|g˜k(Xk)
[
P (Y |XD, g˜D¯)e
−α(g˜)
] s
ρ
ρ ,
EiD(S, g, g
′) = max
0<ρ≤1
−ρ
∑
k∈D\S
rk(gk)
+ max
0<s≤1−ρ
− log
∑
Y
∑
XS
∏
k∈S∩D
PX|gk(Xk)
 ∑
XD\S∏
k∈D\S
PX|gk(Xk)
[
P (Y |XD, gD¯)e
−α(g)
] s
s+ρ
s+ρ
 ∑
XD\S
∏
k∈D\S
PX|g′
k
(Xk)P (Y |XD, g
′
D¯)e
−α(g′)
1−s ,
(8)
where rk(gk), r˜k(g˜k) are the communications rates corre-
sponding respectively to gk and g˜k, and P (Y |XD, gD¯) is
defined as
P (Y |XD, gD¯) =
∑
XD¯
∏
k∈D¯
PX|gk(Xk)PY |X(Y |X). (9)
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Appendix A.
Let us now come back to the system where the receiver is
only interested in decoding the message of transmitter 1 but
can choose to decode the messages of other regular users if
necessary. Assume that the receiver is equipped with many
(D,RD)-decoders each corresponding to a transmitter subset
D ⊆ {1, · · · ,K} with 1 ∈ D and an operation region RD .
After receiving the channel output symbols, the receiver first
carries out all the (D,RD)-decoding operations. If at least
one (D,RD)-decoder outputs an estimated message and code
index pair, and the estimation outputs (i.e., not including the
collision reports) of all the (D,RD)-decoders agree with each
other, then the receiver outputs the corresponding estimate
(wˆ1, gˆ1) for transmitter 1. Otherwise, the receiver reports a
collision for transmitter 1.
Let R be the operation region of the receiver. Since the
receiver intends to decode the message of transmitter 1 if g ∈
R, we must have
R ⊆
⋃
D:D⊆{1,···,K},1∈D
RD, (10)
On the other hand, for a given (D,RD)-decoder, since we
regard correct message decoding as an expected outcome for
g 6∈ RD , shrinking the operation region of a (D,RD)-decoder
will not hurt its generalized error performance. Consequently,
it does not cause any performance degradation to assume that
the operation regions of the (D,RD)-decoders form a partition
of R. In other words,
R =
⋃
D:D⊆{1,···,K},1∈D
RD, RD′ ∩RD = ∅,
∀D,D′ ⊆ {1, · · · ,K},D′ 6= D, 1 ∈ D,D′. (11)
Based on the above understanding, the following theorem
gives an upper bound on the achievable generalized error
performance of the receiver.
Theorem 4: Consider the distributed communication sys-
tem described in Section II with (K+M) transmitters. Assume
that the receiver chooses an operation region R. Let σ denote
a partition of the operation region R satisfying (11). There
exists a decoding algorithm such that the generalized error
performance of the receiver with α(g) ≥ 0 is upper-bounded
by,
GEP(α) ≤ min
σ
∑
D:D⊆{1,···,K},1∈D
GEPD(α), (12)
where GEPD(α) is the generalized error performance of the
(D,RD)-decoder, which can be further bounded by (7).
Theorem 4 is implied by Theorem 3. Note that a simple
guideline on how the operation region R should be chosen is
not yet available. We only showed that different choices of R
lead to different error performance bounds.
IV. COLLISION DETECTION AND OPERATION MARGIN
Collision detection is a special channel coding task con-
tained in the distributed communication model but not in the
coordinated communication model. Because collision report
often provides key guidance to medium access control at the
data link layer, collision detection details must be carefully
investigated to ensure efficient support of upper layer com-
munication adaptation. In the communication error definition
specified in Section II, given an operation region R, we still
regard correct message decoding as an expected communi-
cation outcome for g 6∈ R, although the receiver intends to
report a collision. Consequently, even if the receiver decodes
the message of transmitter 1, it still cannot conclude with a
high probability that the actual code index vector is inside the
operation region. In this section, we present extended coding
theorems to support reliable collision detection by revising
the communication error definition. Further explanations on
the necessity of these revisions will be delayed to Section VI.
One may think that enforcing collision detection simply
means we should exclude correct message decoding from
the set of expected outcomes for g 6∈ R, and revise the
communication error probability definition to the following
Pe(g) =
{
maxw Pr {(wˆ1, gˆ1) 6= (w1, g1)|(w, g)} , ∀g ∈ R
maxw 1− Pr {“collision”} ∀g 6∈ R
(13)
Unfortunately, such a simple revision can easily lead to an ill-
posed collision detection task, which gives a poor system error
6performance in the technical result, but may not necessarily
reflect the actual performance objective of the system. To
illustrate this issue, let us consider a simple example of
single user distributed communication over a compound binary
symmetric channel. The channel model is given by
Y =
{
X with probability 1− p
X¯ with probability p , (14)
where X,Y ∈ {0, 1} are the input and output symbols and 0 ≤
p ≤ 1 is the crossover probability that can take four possible
values, p ∈ {p1, p2, p3, p4}. Assume that the transmitter has
only one coding option, which is a random block code with
binary uniform input distribution and communication rate r6.
As explained in Section II, impact of the compound channel
can be modeled using an interfering user (or a virtual user).
Therefore, there are two users in our channel coding model.
Transmitter 1 is the actual regular user with only one coding
option, denoted by g1 = r. Transmitter 2 is an interfering user,
whose “code index” parameter g2 ∈ {p1, p2, p3, p4} is denoted
using the compound channel parameter.
Let us first consider the case when p1 = 0.18, p2 = p3 =
0.185, p4 = 0.19. In this example, channel realizations p2, p3
make no statistical difference at the receiver. Assume that
r = 0.31 bit/symbol, which satisfies 1 − H(0.19) < r <
1 −H(0.185) where H() is the entropy function. According
to Theorem 1, region R˜ =
{[
r
p1
]
,
[
r
p2
]
,
[
r
p3
]}
is
achievable. However, region R =
{[
r
p1
]
,
[
r
p2
]}
⊂ R˜,
being a subset of the achievable region R˜, is not achievable.
This is because choosingR as the operation region requires the
receiver to guarantee reliable decoding for code index vector[
r
p2
]
and reliable collision report for
[
r
p3
]
. This is not
possible since the receiver does not have the capability to
distinguish channel realization p2 from p3. When the codeword
length is finite, a similar problem exists even when p2 and p3
are slightly different in value. It can be seen that, under error
probability definition (13), the operation region must be deter-
mined carefully to avoid posing a difficult and possibly unec-
essary detection problem at the receiver. Nevertheless, we will
show next that achieving such an objective may not be easy.
Suppose that we choose R˜ =
{[
r
p1
]
,
[
r
p2
]
,
[
r
p3
]}
as the operation region, when the codeword length is finite
and the actual code index vector is
[
r
p3
]
, the receiver has
to make sure that channel realization p3 should not be mis-
detected as p4. However, such a detection error is difficult
to avoid since p3 and p4 are close in value. Similarly, if we
choose R =
{[
r
p1
]}
as the operation region, and the actual
code index vector is
[
r
p2
]
, the same problem arises due to
the proximity of p2 and p1.
6Note that we choose to fix the channel code of the transmitter in order
to simplify the discussion. The example system can be easily extended to
support multiple coding options at the transmitter.
Alternatively, let us still choose R =
{[
r
p1
]}
as the
operation region but use a slightly revised communication
error definition. There are three code index vectors outside
the operation region. For
[
r
p4
]
, we regard collision report
as the only expected outcome. For
[
r
p2
]
and
[
r
p3
]
, how-
ever, both collision report and correct message decoding are
accepted as expected outcomes. We assume that the receiver
should decode the message so long as its estimated channel
realization is close to p1 and a pre-determined decoding error
probability requirement can be met. With such a revision,
when the actual code index vector equals
[
r
p2
]
or
[
r
p3
]
,
so long as the receiver correctly decodes the message of
transmitter 1, the system will not experience a communication
error even if the channel realization is not detected precisely.
On the other hand, when the actual code index vector equals[
r
p1
]
, messsage decoding is guaranteed unless the receiver
erroneously detects the channel as p4. The probability of such
a channel detection error is relatively small since p1 and p4
are reasonably apart in value.
According to the above discussion, we revise the channel
coding model as follows. Let us assume that, in addition
to choosing the operation region R, the receiver chooses
another region R̂, termed the “operation margin”, that is non-
overlapping with the operation region, i.e., R ∩ R̂ = ∅. The
receiver intends to decode the message of transmitter 1 for
g ∈ R, and to report a collision for g 6∈ R ∪ R̂. While for
g ∈ R̂, both correct message decoding and collision report
are accepted as expected outcomes. In each time slot, upon
receiving the channel output symbols y, the receiver finds
within the operation region R an estimate of the code index
vector, denoted by gˆ ∈ R. The receiver outputs the estimated
message and code index of transmitter 1, denoted by (wˆ1, gˆ1),
if a pre-determined decoding and code index estimation error
probability requirement can be met. Otherwise, the receiver
reports a collision for transmitter 1. The purpose of introducing
the operation margin is to create a buffer zone between the
operation region R, where correct message decoding should
be enforced, and the region R∪ R̂, where collision report
should be enforced. Providing the receiver with the option
of moving some of the code index vectors into the operation
margin R̂ can help to avoid the ill-posed collision detection
problem illustrated above, while still allows the requirement of
estimating certain communication parameters in the collision
detection task. Note that the revised system model is an
extension to the one considered in Sections II and III since
the latter can be viewed as choosing R̂ as the compliment of
R, i.e., R̂ = R¯. Also note that, similar to Section III, a simple
guideline on how the operation margin R̂ should be chosen is
not yet available. We will only show that different choices of
R and R̂ lead to different error performance bounds.
Given R and R̂, communication error probability as a
7function of g is given by
Pe(g) =

maxw Pr {(wˆ1, gˆ1) 6= (w1, g1)|(w, g)} , ∀g ∈ R
maxw 1− Pr {“collision” or
(wˆ1, gˆ1) = (w1, g1)|(w, g)} , ∀g ∈ R̂
maxw 1− Pr {“collision”} ∀g 6∈ R ∪ R̂
(15)
Define the system error probability and the generalized error
performance measure as in (2) and (3). Let us fix the coding
parameters that are not functions of the codeword length. We
say an operation region and operation margin pair (R, R̂) is
achievable if there exits a set of decoding algorithms whose
system error probability converges to zero as the codeword
length is taken to infinity. The following theorem is an
extended version of Theorem 1 for the revised system model.
Theorem 5: Consider the distributed communication sys-
tem described in Section IV with (K +M) transmitters. Let
the operation region R be given by (4). Any operation region
and operation margin pair (R, R̂) with an arbitrary choice of
R̂ is achievable.
Theorem 5 can be proven by following the same proof of
Theorem 1.
Similar to Theorem 2, the following theorem is implied
directly by the achievable region definition.
Theorem 6: For the distributed communication system
considered in Theorem 5, if an operation region and operation
margin pair (R, R̂) is achievable, then any other operation re-
gion and operation margin pair (R1, R̂1) that satisfies R1 ⊆ R
and R1 ∪ R̂1 ⊇ R ∪ R̂ is also achievable.
When the codeword length is finite, given the operation
region R and the operation margin R̂, we again decom-
pose the decoder into a set of “(D,RD)-decoders” for all
D ⊆ {1, · · · ,K} with 1 ∈ D. For each (D,RD)-decoder,
we denote its operation region by RD and set its operation
margin as R̂D = (R ∪ R̂) \ RD . Decoding procedure of the
(D,RD)-decoder is the same as described in Section III, with
the communication error probability being defined as,
PeD(g) =
maxw Pr {(wˆD, gˆD) 6= (wD, gD)|(w, g)} ,
∀g ∈ RD
maxw 1− Pr {“collision” or
(wˆD, gˆD) = (wD, gD)|(w, g)} ∀g ∈ R̂D
maxw 1− Pr {“collision”} ∀g 6∈ RD ∪ R̂D
.(16)
The following theorem gives an upper bound on the achievable
generalized error performance, defined in (6), of a (D,RD)-
decoder.
Theorem 7: Consider the distributed communication sys-
tem described in Section IV with (K + M) transmitters
and a (D,RD)-decoder whose operation region and operation
margin are denoted by RD and R̂D respectively. There exists
a decoding algorithm whose generalized error performance
satisfies the following bound.
GEPD(α) ≤
1∑
g exp (−Nα(g))
{ ∑
g∈RD
∑
S ⊂ {1, · · · , K +M}
D \ S 6= ∅
[ ∑
g˜ ∈ RD,
g˜S = gS
exp{−NEmD(S, g, g˜)}+
1 + ∑
g˜ 6∈ RD,
g˜S = gS
1
 max
g′ 6∈ RD,
g′
S
= gS
exp{−NEiD(S, g, g
′)}
]
+
∑
g∈RD
∑
S ⊂ {1, · · · , K +M}
D \ S = ∅
[1 + ∑
g˜ 6∈ RD ∪ R̂D,
g˜S = gS
1

× max
g′ 6∈ RD ∪ R̂D,
g′
S
= gS
exp{−NEiD(S, g, g
′)}
]}
. (17)
EmD(S, g, g˜) and EiD(S, g, g′) in the above equation are
given by (8). P (Y |XD, gD¯) is defined as in (9).
The proof of Theorem 7 is given in Appendix B.
With Theorem 7, a performance bound at the receiver can
be derived in a way similar to that in Section III. Let the
operation region and the operation margin of the receiver be
given by R and R̂. Assume that the receiver is equipped with
many (D,RD)-decoders each corresponding to a transmitter
subset D ⊆ {1, · · · ,K} with 1 ∈ D. Given the operation
regionRD of an (D,RD)-decoder, we set its operation margin
at R̂D = (R ∪ R̂) \ RD . By following the same decoding
algorithm and the same discussion as presented in Section III,
we can see that it does not cause any performance degra-
dation to let the operation regions of the (D,RD)-decoders
form a partition of R. Consequently, an upper bound on the
achievable generalized error performance of the receiver can
be obtained, as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 8: Consider the distributed communication sys-
tem described in Section IV with (K + M) transmitters.
Assume that the receiver chooses an operation region R
and an operation margin R̂ with R ∩ R̂ = ∅. Let σ be
a partition of the operation region R satisfying (11). There
exists a decoding algorithm such that the generalized error
performance of the receiver with α(g) ≥ 0 is upper-bounded
by (12) with GEPD(α) being further bounded by (17).
Theorem 8 is implied by Theorem 7.
Note that the generalized error performance bounds given
in Theorems 4 and 8 are implicit since the optimal partition σ
that maximizes the right hand side of (12) is not specified. To
find the optimal partition, one needs to compute every single
term on the right hand side of (12), (7) and (17) for all code
index vectors and all transmitter subsets. Because each term
in the definitions of EmD(S, g, g˜) and EiD(S, g, g′) involves
the combinations of one transmitter subset and two code index
vectors, the computational complexity of finding the optimal
partition is therefore in the order of O
(
2K
(∏K+M
k=1 |Gk|
)2)
.
V. CODING COMPLEXITY AND CHANNEL CODE
DETECTION
Computational complexity is one of the key factors that
must be considered in the development of a channel coding
scheme. Because a distributed communication system often
8deals with packets (and therefore codewords) that are short
in length, complexity problem in the new coding model is
quite different from the classical ones. In this section, we will
discuss an important complexity aspect of the coding model.
Note that, a thorough investigation on low complexity coding
in distributed communication, although being important, is
beyond the scope of this paper.
According to the decoding algorithms presented in Appen-
dices A and B, upon receiving the channel output symbols,
the receiver needs to compute the likelihood of all codewords
corresponding to all code index vectors in the operation region.
The complexity of such a decoding algorithm is in the order of
O
(∑
g∈R exp
(
N
(∑K
k=1 rk(gk)
)))
. It is important to note
that the number of code index vectors in the operation region
can be excessive. First, a receiver in a distributed communi-
cation system does not necessarily know which transmitters
will be active in the area. By taking potential transmitters
into decoding consideration, the number of transmitters in the
channel coding model can be much larger than the number of
active transmitters. Second, channel coding in a distributed
communication system equips a transmitter with multiple
coding options. If the system should be prepared for a wide
range of communication environments, then the set of coding
options of each user can have a large cardinality.
A simple way to avoid calculating the likelihood of too
many codewords in channel decoding is to first let the re-
ceiver detect the code index vector using the distribution
information of channel input and output symbols. The receiver
can then process only the codewords corresponding to the
detected code indices. Note that, without message decoding,
the receiver may not have the capability to estimate the
code index vector precisely. For example, in a system with
homogeneous transmitters, a receiver may not be able to
tell the identities of the active transmitters based only on
the distribution information of the channel input and output
symbols. Therefore, a reasonable approach is to carefully
partition the space of code index vectors into several regions
and to detect the region where the code index vector belongs.
Such a detection outcome can still help to significantly reduce
the number of codewords that should be further processed by
the receiver. In addition to complexity reduction, code index
vector detection is also useful for other system functions such
as communication adaptation at the data link layer.
Let us assume that the receiver partition the space of code
index vectors into L regions, denoted by C1, · · · , CL. Let g ∈
C (with C ∈ {C1, · · · , CL}) be the actual code index vector.
Given the channel output y and the distribution information of
the codebooks, the receiver wants to detect the region to which
the code index vector belongs. Given α(g) ≥ 0, if code index
vector g is chosen with a prior probability of exp(−Nα(g))∑
g
exp(−Nα(g))
,
then the optimal estimate of the code index vector gˆ is given
by.
gˆ = argmax
g˜
P (y|g˜)e−Nα(g˜) (18)
We say that the region detection is successful if gˆ ∈ C. The
following theorem gives an upper bound to the detection error
probability as a function of g.
Theorem 9: Consider the distributed communication sys-
tem described in Section IV with (K +M) transmitters and
with the code index region detection described above. Let g
be the actual code index vector, which belongs to region C.
The probability that gˆ given by (18) does not belong to C
satisfies the following bound
Pr{gˆ 6∈ C|g}e−Nα(g) ≤
∑
g˜ 6∈C
exp (−NEc(g, g˜)) , (19)
with
Ec(g, g˜) = max
0<s≤1
− log
(∑
Y
[
P (Y |g)e−α(g)
]s
×
[
P (Y |g˜)e−α(g˜)
](1−s))
. (20)
The proof of Theorem 9 is given in Appendix C.
Assume that a receiver first detect the region to which
the code index vector belongs, and then search decoding
output among codewords corresponding to code index
vectors inside the detected region. Performance bound of
such a receiver can be easily derived by combining the
results of Theorems 3, 7 and 9. Computational complexity
of the decoding algorithm is reduced to the order of
O
(
maxi∈{1,···,L}
∑
g∈Ci∩R
exp
(
N
(∑K
k=1 rk(gk)
)))
.
Note that, the complexity reduction due to code index
detection may not appear to be significant in the above
expression. However, such a picture can change easily if
the complexity scaling law in the codeword length can be
reduced from exponential to polynomial.
Similar to the collision detection problem, one should note
that the code index detection problem can also become ill-
posed, for a reason similar to the one discussed in Section IV.
Take the example with four similar compound channel gains
discussed in Section IV, it is easy to see that any none trivial
partitioning of the code index space will lead to a poor code
index detection performance. The solution to such an issue
is to follow the idea of “operation margin” introduction and,
for every code index region, to mark some other regions as its
detection margin. In stead of distinguishing code index vectors
between different regions, one can relax the detection problem
and only require the receiver to distinguish code index vectors
inside a region from those outside the region and the detection
margin. Further discussion on this issue and the corresponding
performance bound derivation are quite straightforward and
are therefore skipped in the paper.
VI. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS
The new channel coding framework, originally proposed
in [9][10] and generalized in this paper, allows a transmitter
in a distributed communication system to choose its channel
code without sharing such a decision with other transmitters
or with the receiver. A potential impact of the new coding
theorems, which is also a key motivation of their development,
is that they can be exploited to enhance the interface between
the physical layer and the data link layer in the architecture
9of wireless networks. More specifically, by forwarding cer-
tain freedom of channel code determination to the data link
layer, a data link layer user can be equipped with a handful
of transmission options corresponding to different values of
communication parameters such as power, rate and antenna
beam. This is opposed to the binary transmitting/idling options
widely assumed at the data link layer in the current network
architecture. Depending on the transmission choices of the
users, outcomes at the link layer receivers can be analyzed ex-
plicitly using physical layer channel properties. Consequently,
advanced communication adaptation approaches such as rate
and power adaptation for efficient medium access control
can be considered at the link layer. Because collision report
and coding parameter estimation provide important guidance
to link layer communication adaptation, whether and how
these detection tasks should be enforced at a physical layer
receiver must be carefully investigated in channel coding
problem formulation. This is the concern behind different
communication error definitions given in equations (1), (5),
(13), (15) and (16).
Error probability bounds presented in this paper are derived
based on a random coding scheme using techniques revised
from those of [3]. The non-asymptotic bounds are valid
for any codeword length. They are also easy to evaluate
numerically. However, it is well known that, in a single-user
communication system, random coding does not achieve the
best error exponent at low information rates. Error exponents
obtained using a random coding scheme can be less insightful
than those obtained using constant composition codes [13].
In fact, it was shown in [12] that, with the help of constant
composition codes at the transmitters and maximum mutual
information decoder at the receiver, decoding error exponents
obtained in [10] can be further improved. Expressions of the
error exponents can also be simplified due to an interesting
decoupling property [12].
Coding results presented in this paper and in [9][10] pro-
vided basic understandings about channel coding in distributed
communication systems. They also lead to many new research
problems that need to be investigated further. At the physical
layer, distributed communication requires a transmitter to
prepare a code library before knowing the communication
environment. How should such a code library be chosen is
a problem that has never be addressed before. At the data link
layer, when each transmitter is equipped with multiple trans-
mission options, in the case of packet collision, a transmitter
has the choice of switching to other transmission options as
opposed to simply “backing-off” by reducing its transmission
probability. How to exploit multiple transmission options to
improve the efficiency of medium access control is a problem
that received little attention before. An early investigation
on link layer communication adaptation with an enhanced
physical-link layer interface was reported only recently in [14].
VII. CONCLUSION
We presented a generalized channel coding model for dis-
tributed wireless communication and derived its performance
limits and tradeoff bounds. Key ideas behind these results are
the combination of message decoding and collision detection,
and the extension of communication error definition beyond
the classical meaning of decoding failure. Our results demon-
strated that, by matching the communication error definition
with that of the unexpected system outcome, classical channel
coding theorems can potentially be extended to a wide range
of communication modules. It is our hope that the results and
the analytical framework presented in this paper can serve as a
bridge that eventually leads to rigorous understandings about
channel coding and its impact in distributed network systems.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 3
Proof: Given a user subset S ⊂ {1, · · · ,K+M} with D\
S 6= ∅, we first define in the following a notation (wD, g)
S
=
(w˜D, g˜) that will significantly simplify the expressions in the
proof.
(wD, g)
S
= (w˜D, g˜) :
(wS∩D, gS∩D) = (w˜S∩D, g˜S∩D), gS∩D¯ = g˜S∩D¯,
(wk, gk) 6= (w˜k, g˜k), ∀k ∈ D \ S, gk 6= g˜k, ∀k ∈ D¯ \ S.
(21)
We assume that the following decoding algorithm is used
at the receiver. Given the received channel output symbols y,
the receiver estimates the code index vector g. The receiver
outputs the messages and code index estimates for users in D,
denoted jointly by (wD, gD), if g ∈ RD and the following
condition is satisfied for all user subsets S ⊂ {1, · · · ,K+M}
with D \ S 6= ∅.
−
1
N
logP (y|x(wD ,gD), gD¯) + α(g)
< −
1
N
logP (y|x(w˜D ,g˜D), g˜D¯) + α(g˜),
for all (w˜D, g˜), (w˜D, g˜)
S
= (wD, g)
and (w˜D, g˜), (wD, g) ∈ R(S,y), with
R(S,y) =
{
(w˜D, g˜)| g˜ ∈ RD,
−
1
N
logP (y|x(w˜D ,g˜D), g˜D¯) + α(g˜)
< τ(g˜,S)(xS∩D,y)
}
, (22)
τ(g˜,S)(·) in the above equation is a pre-determined typicality
threshold function of (xS∩D,y), associated with code index
vector g˜ and user subset S. The determination of τ(g˜,S)(·)
will be discussed in Step IV of the proof. If there is no
codeword satisfying (22), the receiver reports a collision. In
other words, for a given S, the receiver searches for the subset
of codewords whose weighted likelihood values are larger than
the corresponding typicality threshold. If the subset is not
empty, the receiver outputs the codeword with the maximum
posterior probability (or weighted likelihood) as the estimate,
for this given S. If the receiver outputs an estimate (i.e.,
not a collision) for at least one S and the estimates for all
S ⊂ {1, · · · ,K +M} with D \ S 6= ∅ agree with each other,
the receiver regards this estimate as the decoding decision and
outputs the corresponding decoded message and code index
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vector pair. Otherwise, the receiver reports a collision. Note
that in (22), for given S and (wD, g), we only compare the
weighted likelihood of codeword vector x(wD,gD) with other
codeword vectors satisfying (w˜D, g˜)
S
= (wD, g). We will first
analyze the error performance for each user subset S and then
derive the overall error performance by taking the union over
all S.
Given a user subset S with D \ S 6= ∅, we define the
following probability terms.
First, assume that wD is the transmitted message vector
for users in D, and g is the actual code index vector with
g ∈ RD . Let Pt[g,S] be the probability that the weighted
likelihood of the transmitted codeword vector is no larger than
the corresponding typicality threshold,
Pt[g,S] =
Pr
{
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯) ≤ e
−N [τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y)−α(g)]
}
.
(23)
Define Pm[g,g˜,S] as the probability that the posterior probabil-
ity (or weighted likelihood) of the transmitted codeword vector
is no larger than that of another codeword vector (w˜D, g˜) with
(w˜D, g˜)
S
= (wD, g) and g˜ ∈ RD ,
Pm[g,g˜,S] = Pr
{
P (y|x(wD ,gD), gD¯)e
−Nα(g)
≤ P (y|x(w˜D,g˜D), g˜D¯)e
−Nα(g˜)
}
(w˜D, g˜), g˜ ∈ RD, (w˜D, g˜)
S
= (wD, g). (24)
Second, assume that w˜D is the transmitted message vector
for users in D, and g˜ is the actual code index vector, with
g˜ /∈ RD . Define Pi[g˜,g,S] as the probability that the decoder
finds a codeword vector (wD, g) with (wD, g)
S
= (w˜D, g˜)
and g ∈ RD , such that its weighted likelihood is larger than
the corresponding typicality threshold,
Pi[g˜,g,S] =
Pr
{
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯) > e
−N [τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y)−α(g)]
}
,
(wD, g), g ∈ RD, (wD, g)
S
= (w˜D, g˜). (25)
With the above probability definitions, by applying the
union bound over all S, we can upper-bound GEPD(α) by
GEPD(α) ≤
1∑
g exp (−Nα(g))
 ∑
g∈RD
e−Nα(g)
∑
S ⊂ {1, · · · , K +M}
D \ S 6= ∅
Pt[g,S] + ∑
g˜∈RD,g˜S=gS
Pm[g,g˜,S]

+
∑
g˜/∈RD
e−Nα(g˜)
∑
S ⊂ {1, · · · , K +M}
D \ S 6= ∅∑
g∈RD ,gS=g˜S
Pi[g˜,g,S]
 , (26)
Next, we will derive individual upper-bounds for each of the
terms on the right hand side of (26).
Step I: Upper-bounding Pm[g,g˜,S]e−Nα(g)
Denote Eθ as the expectation operator over random variable
θ which is defined in Section II. Given g, g˜ ∈ RD , Pm[g,g˜,S]
defined in (24) can be rewritten as
Pm[g,g˜,S] =
EθD
[∑
y
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)φm[g,g˜,S](xS∩D,y)
]
,
(27)
where φm[g,g˜,S](xS∩D,y) = 1 if
P (y|x(wD ,gD), gD¯)e
−Nα(g) ≤ P (y|x(w˜D ,g˜D), g˜D¯)e
−Nα(g˜)
for some (w˜D, g˜) with g˜ ∈ RD, (w˜D, g˜)
S
= (wD, g).
Otherwise, φm[g,g˜,S](xS∩D,y) = 0. We can upper-bound
φm[g,g˜,S](xS∩D,y) for any constants ρ > 0 and s > 0 as
follows,
φm[g,g˜,S](xS∩D,y) ≤ e
−Ns(α(g˜)−α(g))
∑
w˜D,(w˜D,g˜)
S
=(wD ,g)
P (y|x(w˜D ,g˜D), g˜D¯)
s
ρ
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)
s
ρ

ρ
.(28)
Substituting (28) back into (27) gives,
Pm[g,g˜,S] ≤
e−Ns(α(g˜)−α(g))EθD
[∑
y
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)
×

∑
w˜D,(w˜D,g˜)
S
=(wD ,g)
P (y|x(w˜D ,g˜D), g˜D¯)
s
ρ
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)
s
ρ

ρ
= e−Ns(α(g˜)−α(g))
∑
y
EθS∩D
[
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)
1−s
]
EθD\S
[

∑
w˜D,(w˜D,g˜)
S
=(wD ,g)
P (y|x(w˜D ,g˜D), g˜D¯)
s
ρ

ρ
 . (29)
The second step in (29) is due to independence be-
tween the codewords corresponding to (wD\S , gD\S) and
(w˜D\S , g˜D\S).
With the assumption of 0 < ρ ≤ 1, we can further bound
Pm[g,g˜,S] by
Pm[g,g˜,S] ≤ e
−Ns(α(g˜)−α(g))e
Nρ
∑
k∈D\S
r˜k
×
∑
y
EθS∩D
[
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(wD ,gD), gD¯)
1−s
]
×
{
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(w˜D ,g˜D), g˜D¯)
s
ρ
]}ρ]
, (30)
where r˜k is the communication rate of code g˜k.
The bound in (30) holds for all 0 < ρ ≤ 1 and s > 0,
and becomes trivial for s > 1. Consequently, (30) gives the
following upper bound,
Pm[g,g˜,S]e
−Nα(g) ≤ exp {−NEmD(S, g, g˜)} , (31)
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where EmD(S, g, g˜) is specified in (8).
Step II: Upper-bounding Pt[g,S]e−Nα(g)
Given that g ∈ RD , we can rewrite Pt[g,S], defined in (23),
as follows,
Pt[g,S] =
EθD
[∑
y
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)φt[g,S](xS∩D,y)
]
,
(32)
where φt[g,S](xS∩D,y) = 1 if P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)e
−Nα(g) ≤
e−Nτ(g,S)(xS∩D ,y), otherwise φt[g,S](xS∩D,y) = 0. Note that
the value of τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y) will be determined in Step IV.
Similarly, we can bound φt[g,S](xS∩D,y), for any s1 > 0, as
follows,
φt[g,S](xS∩D,y) ≤
e−Ns1τ(g,S)(xS∩D ,y)
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)
s1e−Ns1α(g)
. (33)
This yields,
Pt[g,S]e
−Nα(g) ≤ EθD
[∑
y
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)
1−s1
× e−N(1−s1)α(g)e−Ns1τ(g,S)(xS∩D ,y)
]
=
∑
y
EθS∩D
[
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)
1−s1
]
×e−N(1−s1)α(g)e−Ns1τ(g,S)(xS∩D ,y)
]
. (34)
Step III: Upper-Bounding Pi[g˜,g,S]e−Nα(g˜)
Given g˜ /∈ RD and g ∈ RD , we rewrite Pi[g˜,g,S] as
Pi[g˜,g,S] = EθD
[∑
y
P (y|x(w˜D ,g˜D), g˜D¯))φ[g˜,g,S](xS∩D,y)
]
,
(35)
where φ[g˜,g,S](xS∩D,y) = 1 if there exists (wD, g)
with g ∈ RD and (wD, g)
S
= (w˜D, g˜), such that
P (y|x(wD ,gD), gD¯)e
−Nα(g) > e−Nτ(g,S)(xS∩D ,y) is satisfied.
Otherwise, φ[g˜,g,S](xS∩D,y) = 0.
For any s2 > 0 and ρ˜ > 0, φ[g˜,g,S](xS∩D,y) can be
bounded by,
φ[g˜,g,S](xS∩D,y) ≤ e
−Ns2α(g)
×

∑
wD ,(wD ,g)
S
=(w˜D,g˜)
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)
s2
ρ˜
e−N
s2
ρ˜ τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y)

ρ˜
.(36)
Substituting (36) into (35) yields,
Pi[g˜,g,S] ≤ e
−Ns2α(g)
×
∑
y
EθD
[
P (y|x(w˜D ,g˜D), g˜D¯)e
Ns2τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y)
×

∑
wD ,(wD ,g)
S
=(w˜D,g˜)
P (y|x(wD ,gD), gD¯)
s2
ρ˜

ρ˜ .
(37)
The independence between (wD\S , gD\S) and (w˜D\S , g˜D\S)
allows us to rewrite the above bound as
Pi[g˜,g,S] ≤
∑
y
EθS∩D
[
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(w˜D,g˜D), g˜D¯)
]
×eNs2(τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y)−α(g))EθD\S
[{
∑
wD,(wD ,g)
S
=(w˜D ,g˜)
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)
s2
ρ˜

ρ˜
 .(38)
With the assumption of 0 < ρ˜ ≤ 1, (38) further implies
Pi[g˜,g,S] ≤
∑
y
EθS∩D
[
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(w˜D,g˜D), g˜D¯)
]
×
{
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(wD ,gD), gD¯)
s2
ρ˜
]}ρ˜
× eNs2(τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y)−α(g))e
Nρ˜
∑
k∈D\S
rk
]
. (39)
Consequently, we can upper-bound Pi[g˜,g,S]e−Nα(g˜) by
Pi[g˜,g,S]e
−Nα(g˜) ≤ max
g′ /∈RD,g′S=gS
e−Nα(g
′)
×
∑
y
EθS∩D
[
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(w′D ,g′D), g
′
D¯)
]
×
{
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(wD ,gD), gD¯)
s2
ρ˜
]}ρ˜
×eNs2(τ(g,S)(xS∩D ,y)−α(g)) e
Nρ˜
∑
k∈D\S
rk
]
. (40)
Note that the upper bound in (40) is not a function of g˜S¯ .
Step IV: Choosing τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y)
Let g˜∗ 6∈ RD be the code index vector that maximizes
the right hand side of (40). Given g ∈ RD , y and auxiliary
variables s1 > 0, s2 > 0, 0 < ρ˜ ≤ 1, we choose
τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y) such that the following equality is satisfied,
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)
1−s1e−N(1−s1)α(g)
]
×e−Ns1τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y) =
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(w˜∗
D
,g˜∗
D
), g˜
∗
D¯)e
−Nα(g∗)
]
×
{
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(wD ,gD), gD¯)
s2
ρ˜ e−N
s2
ρ˜ α(g)
]}ρ˜
×eNs2τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y)e
Nρ˜
∑
k∈D\S
rk
. (41)
Note that here we do not enforce the natural constraint that
τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y) ≥ 0, and hence finding a solution for (41)
is always possible. The solution gives the desired typicality
threshold, denoted by τ∗(g,S)(xS∩D,y), which satisfies
e−Nτ
∗
(g,S)(xS∩D,y) ={
EθD\S
[[
P (y|x(wD ,gD), gD¯)e
−Nα(g)
]1−s1]}− 1s1+s2
×
{
EθD\S
[[
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)e
−Nα(g)
] s2
ρ˜
]} ρ˜
s1+s2
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×
{
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(w˜∗D ,g˜∗D), g˜
∗
D¯)e
−Nα(g∗)
]} 1
s1+s2
×e
N ρ˜s1+s2
∑
k∈D\S
rk . (42)
Substituting (42) into (34), we get
Pt[g,S]e
−Nα(g) ≤
∑
y
EθS∩D
[
{
EθD\S
[[
P (y|x(wD ,gD), gD¯)e
−Nα(g)
]1−s1]} s2s1+s2
×
{
EθD\S
[[
P (y|x(wD,gD), gD¯)e
−Nα(g)
] s2
ρ˜
]} s1ρ˜
s1+s2
×
{
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(w˜∗D ,g˜∗D), g˜
∗
D¯)e
−Nα(g∗)
]} s1
s1+s2
× e
N
s1ρ˜
s1+s2
∑
k∈D\S
rk
]
. (43)
Let s2 < ρ˜ and s1 = 1 − s2ρ˜ , and then do a variable change
with ρ = ρ˜(ρ˜−s2)ρ˜−(1−ρ˜)s2 and s = 1 −
ρ˜−s2
ρ˜−(1−ρ˜)s2
. Inequality (43)
becomes,
Pt[g,S]e
−Nα(g) ≤ e
Nρ
∑
k∈D\S
rk
{
×
∑
Y
∑
XS∩D
∏
k∈S∩D
PX|gk(Xk)
 ∑
XD\S
∏
k∈D\S
PX|gk(Xk)
×
[
P (Y |XD, gD¯)e
−α(g)
] s
s+ρ
)s+ρ ∑
XD\S
∏
k∈D\S
PX|g˜∗
k
(Xk)P (Y |X, g˜
∗
D¯)e
−α(g∗)
)1−s}N
. (44)
Similarly, we get from (40) that
Pi[g˜,g,S]e
−Nα(g˜) ≤ e
Nρ
∑
k∈D\S
rk
{
×
∑
Y
∑
XS∩D
∏
k∈S∩D
PX|gk(Xk)
 ∑
XD\S
∏
k∈D\S
PX|gk(Xk)
×
[
P (Y |XD, gD¯)e
−α(g)
] s
s+ρ
)s+ρ ∑
XD\S
∏
k∈D\S
PX|g˜∗
k
(Xk)P (Y |X, g˜
∗
D¯)e
−α(g∗)
)1−s}N
. (45)
(44) and (45) imply that
Pt[g,S]e
−Nα(g) ≤ max
g′ /∈RD,g′S=gS
exp {−NEiD(S, g, g
′)} ,
Pi[g˜,g,S]e
−Nα(g˜) ≤ max
g′ /∈ RD
g′
S
= gS
exp {−NEiD(S, g, g
′)} ,
(46)
where EiD(S, g, g′) is given in (8).
By substituting (31) and (46) into (26), we get the desired
result.
B. Proof of Theorem 7
Proof: Because the proof essentially follows the same
idea of the proof of Theorem 3, we will only present the parts
that are different from Appendix A.
Given a user subset S ⊂ {1, · · · ,K +M}, we define the
notation (wD, g)
S
= (w˜D, g˜) as in (21). We assume that the
following decoding algorithm is used at the receiver. Given
the received channel output symbols y, the receiver estimates
the code index vector g. The receiver outputs the messages
and code index estimates for users in D, denoted jointly
by (wD, gD), if the following three conditions are satisfied
simultaneously. First, g ∈ RD . Second, (22) holds for all
user subsets S ⊂ {1, · · · ,K +M} with D \ S 6= ∅. Third,
(wD, g) ∈ R(S,y) for all user subsets S ⊂ {1, · · · ,K +M}
with D \ S = ∅, where R(S,y) is defined as in (22).
Compared with the proof of Theorem 3, the key difference
is that, in this proof, we need to consider user subsets S with
D\S = ∅. In the rest of the proof, we will skip the discussions
involving user subsets S with D\S 6= ∅ since they are exactly
the same as those in Appendix A.
Given a user subset S with D \ S = ∅, we define the
following probability terms.
First, assume that wD is the transmitted message vector
of users in D, and g is the actual code index vector with
g ∈ RD . Let Pt[g,S] be the probability that the weighted
likelihood of the transmitted codeword vector is no larger than
the corresponding typicality threshold, as defined in (23).
Second, assume that w˜D is the transmitted message vector
of users in D, and g˜ is the actual code index vector, with
g˜ /∈ RD ∪ R̂D . Let Pi[g˜,g,S] be the probability that the
decoder finds a codeword (wD, g) with (wD, g)
S
= (w˜D, g˜)
and g ∈ RD , such that its weighted likelihood is larger than
the corresponding typicality threshold, as defined in (25).
With the probability definitions, by applying the union
bound over all S, we upper-bound GEPD(α) by
GEPD(α) ≤
1∑
g exp (−Nα(g))
{
∑
g∈RD
[ ∑
S⊂{1,···,K+M}
Pt[g,S]e
−Nα(g)
+
∑
S ⊂ {1, · · · , K +M}
D \ S 6= ∅
∑
g˜∈RD ,g˜S=gS
Pm[g,g˜,S]e
−Nα(g)
]
+
∑
g˜∈R̂D
∑
S ⊂ {1, · · · , K +M}
D \ S 6= ∅
∑
g∈RD ,gS=g˜S
Pi[g˜,g,S]e
−Nα(g˜)
+
∑
g˜ 6∈RD∪R̂D
∑
S⊂{1,···,K+M}
∑
g∈RD,gS=g˜S
Pi[g˜,g,S]e
−Nα(g˜)
 . (47)
Next, we will derive individual upper-bounds for each of the
terms on the right hand side of (47), under the assumption that
S satisfies D \ S = ∅.
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Note that Pm[g,g˜,S]e−Nα(g) is not involved in terms with S
and D \ S = ∅.
As shown in Step II of Appendix A, given that g ∈ RD ,
for any s1 > 0, we can upper-bound Pt[g,S]e−Nα(g) by (34).
Following a similar derivation in Step III of Appendix A,
given g˜ /∈ RD ∪ R̂D and g ∈ RD , for any s2 > 0 and ρ˜ > 0,
we can upper-bound Pi[g˜,g,S]e−Nα(g˜) by
Pi[g˜,g,S]e
−Nα(g˜) ≤ max
g′ /∈RD∪R̂D,g′S=gS
e−Nα(g
′)
×
∑
y
EθS∩D
[
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(w′
D
,g′
D
), g
′
D¯)
]
×
{
EθD\S
[
P (y|x(wD ,gD), gD¯)
s2
ρ˜
]}ρ˜
×eNs2(τ(g,S)(xS∩D,y)−α(g)) e
Nρ˜
∑
k∈D\S
rk
]
. (48)
Let g˜∗ 6∈ RD∪R̂D be the code index vector that maximizes
the right hand side of (48). By following the same derivation
from (41) to (45), we get
Pt[g,S]e
−Nα(g)
≤ max
g′ /∈ RD ∪ R̂D
g′
S
= gS
exp {−NEiD(S, g, g
′)} ,
Pi[g˜,g,S]e
−Nα(g˜)
≤ max
g′ /∈ RD ∪ R̂D
g′
S
= gS
exp {−NEiD(S, g, g
′)} , (49)
where EiD(S, g, g′) is given in (8).
Combining the results involving all user subset S, we obtain
(17).
C. Proof of Theorem 9
Proof: Given g ∈ C being the actual code index vector
and gˆ being its estimate at the receiver, we have
Pr{gˆ 6∈ C} ≤
∑
g˜ 6∈C
E
[∑
y
P (y|g)φ[g,g˜](y)
]
, (50)
where φ[g,g˜](y) is an indicator function with φ[g,g˜](y) = 1
if P (y|g˜)e−Nα(g˜) > P (y|g)e−Nα(g) and φ[g,g˜](y) = 0
otherwise.
Following a similar bounding approach presented in Ap-
pendix A, with 0 < s ≤ 1, we can upper bound
E
[∑
y P (y|g)φ[g,g˜](y)
]
e−Nα(g) by
E
[∑
y
P (y|g)φ[g,g˜](y)
]
e−Nα(g)
≤ E
[∑
y
[
P (y|g)e−Nα(g)
]s [
P (y|g˜)e−Nα(g˜)
](1−s)]
= exp
(
−N log
∑
Y
[
P (Y |g)e−Nα(g)
]s
×
[
P (Y |g˜)e−Nα(g˜)
](1−s))
. (51)
The bound given in (19) then follows.
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